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1. INTRODUCTION

Description of endangered languages normally starts with the collection of speech data, which are then segmented into various phonological, prosodic, morphological and syntactic units. In this process, the (phonetic) transcription is the most critical part, and user friendly tools are essential to tackle any sizeable work in a reasonable amount of time.

The software program WinPitch Corpus addresses these concerns directly, allowing two modes of operation to handle the data. In the first mode, text is not available and is generated by the user speech segment by speech segment (as it was the case when only analog tape recorders were available). In the second mode, speech has already been transcribed into text, but the text units are not aligned, i.e. a bi-univocal relationship between units of text and units of speech has not been established.

Although some existing software programs operate in the first mode, establishing implicit text and speech alignment in the process, few allow operations in commonly found (difficult) recording conditions such as voice overlapping or presence of noise. This paper introduces briefly some of the important features of WinPitch Corpus, as an efficient tool for transcription and analysis of speech data: slower speech rate for easier transcription, dynamic adjustment of segments with simultaneous display of spectrograms for precise alignment, etc.

Numerous speech analysis tools (fundamental frequency tracker, spectrogram, LPC formant analysis, etc.) are available with a quasi instantaneously display of the results. Support for the simultaneous acoustical analysis of both channels of stereo recordings is also provided.

The program has already been extensively used for analysis of large romance languages corpora of spontaneous speech (more than 1.200.000 words, C-ORAL-ROM, 2003), as well as for the phonetic and phonological description of Parkatéjê, an endangered language of the Amazon spoken by about 300 people (Araújo and Martin, 2003). WinPitch Corpus is available from the www.winpitch.com web site, under the name WinPitchPro.

1. TRANSCRIPTION AND TEXT TO SPEECH ALIGNMENT

Besides direct transcription of speech chunks, various methods based on acoustical analysis have been widely used in the past.

1.1 Spectrographic alignment
All experimental phonetic courses contain a chapter on prosodic curves and spectrogram “reading”, to train learners to position accurately the limits between speech sounds. These limits are of course approximate, as they have to segment the continuous movement from one articulatory position to another. Automatic segmentation can be made with various degrees of success, by relying of the sudden spectral transitions (Cosi, 1997). As with many automated processes in speech analysis, its liability depends on the signal properties to correspond the implied working hypotheses of the method (the main one being to have only one source of sound, i.e. no noise). Recording made outside sound proof rooms or/and with more than one speaker are usually not very reliable.

1.2 Automatic alignment with Hidden Markov Model

Another automatic or semi-automatic alignment approach is based on speech recognition algorithms (frequently based on parameters training of statistical hidden Markov models HMM). This appears as a sub problem of the general speech recognition process, as the final result of recognition is already known (with the phonetic or orthographic transcription). The limits of speech sound are then obtained from the phonetic transcription, directly known or indirectly (Talin and Wightman 1994, Fohr, Mari, et Haton 1996).

Unfortunately, these systems generally reach an error level of 15 to 20%, and require good quality recordings as well as speech characteristics sufficiently close to the speaker’s characteristics which are in practice rarely known in advance.

1.3 Automatic alignment by synthesis

Yet another automatic text to speech alignment proceeds by comparison between the time variations of the speech signal spectra with another speech signal, generated by a text to speech synthesizer operating on the text to align. (Malfrère and Dutoit, 2000). The advantage of this method stems from the fact that it is easier to align dynamically spectra of two sentences corresponding to the same text that to segment on the base of sequential speech sound recognition.

The limits of this approach are similar to the HMM based systems: background noise and non typical voice characteristics limit its use to standard voice styles recorded in low noise conditions.

1.4 Limits of automatic alignment

Automatic alignment based on recognition algorithms or speech synthesis suffers from 3 main problems:

a) Presence of an important noise level in the recordings;
b) Overlapping of speakers voices;
c) Use of old recordings, with poor frequency response (typically filtered below 300Hz).

For all these reasons, the use of a human operator seems inevitable. The problem is then to facilitate the manual segmentation work (done with a simple tape recorder in the heroic times) at the level of the phrase or syntactic group, and provide adequate tools for fine tune segmentation at the level of the syllable or the phoneme.
2. **COMPUTER ASSISTED ALIGNMENT**

Experimental studies showed that visual and gesture correlation between text and the sound could be made if the speech sound was slowed down by at least a factor of 30%, depending on the size of the units selected. The principle of continuous assisted alignment is based on this observation. The text to be aligned (in the second mode of transcription) is displayed on a window while the corresponding sound is played back at a slower speed, dynamically adjustable. At each identification by the operator of a sound unit (which can be a syllable, a word, a syntagms or a whole sentence), the operator clicks with the computer mouse on the corresponding part of text. The program then records the time position of the selected part of text, and continuously builds an alignment database. Various tools available in the program allow for easy step back, verification of alignment sections, etc. In the first mode, slow down speech rate is used for easier perception by the operator of the successive speech segments.

2.1 **Slow playback engine**

The slow down playback engine uses a modified version of the PSOLA algorithm (Moulines et Charpentier, 1990) allowing the re-synthesis of natural speech with high quality. Since the performance of this method relies heavily on the quality of Fo detection for precise pitch period marking, the spectral comb method (Martin, 1980) used in the program allows the reduction of up to 7 times real time. The implemented PSOLA synthesizer operates in streaming mode, allowing handling of large sound files without computer memory constraints.

2.2 **Alignment fine tuning**

Once the assisted alignment is done, the program displays automatically the text under the corresponding speech segments. The user can then adjust precisely the limits of each segment by clicking on its edges. The analysis window then displays the corresponding spectrogram and prosodic curves for precise fine tuning of the segmentation. The operator can take care of overlapping voices often found in spontaneous recordings by assigning different layers to different speakers.

3. **CONCLUSION**

Computer assisted text to speech alignment as implemented in WinPitch Corpus generates labels attached to units of text, corresponding to labels attached to units of speech sound, so that sound can be obtained from text, and conversely. The alignment operation is done by clicking on the text units (syllables, words, syntagms, phrases), while they are perceived at playback slower speed (second mode), or by entering the text corresponding to each segment (first mode). The slowing down of speech allows for easier comprehension of segments and for the necessary psychometrical coordination for alignment (second mode). In this case, alignment can be done in one pass and does not require any expertise in phonetics.

This process appears to be much faster than traditional manual methods, where a trained phonetician has to align the sound units one by one by moving each time an analysis window along the speech signal. It appears as well more reliable as emerging
automatic methods, which require very good recording conditions and exclude large variance in speaker pronunciation characteristics.

After alignment, WinPitch Corpus allows detailed acoustical analysis of segmented units. Easy to use numerous functions - illustrated below - allow for precise segmentation, as well as the display of spectrograms, fundamental frequency, intensity and wave form. The user can edit or enter new text on the fly, in any language supported by Unicode fonts. Phonetic transcription, syntactic labeling and other information can be easily added on one of the eight available transcription tiers.
WinPitch Corpus allows real time recording and playback with simultaneous display of a spectrogram, Fo, intensity and wave curves.
Figure 2: Signal analysis: spectrogram, waveform, intensity and fundamental frequency curves.

Playback analysis mode allows the quasi instantaneous display of spectrogram, Fo, intensity and wave form curves. Three zooming modes are available, by expanding a navigation window (bottom right), selecting a block in the navigation window, or by creating a virtual expanding analysis screen (up to 10 times the physical horizontal size of the display).
Figure 3: Wide band color spectrogram.

The spectrogram dialog box allows easy expansion of the frequency and time scales, narrow or wide band selection, instantaneous display of spectral cross section at any cursor position. Formant frequencies obtained through LPC analysis are also displayed.
Intuitive graphic interface allows precise layout on screen of linear piecewise segments defining the evolution of Fo, intensity, time and pause values for prosodic morphing of recorded speech through PSOLA synthesis. Synthetic prosodic values are displayed while new curves are positioned by the user.
Figure 5: Speech direct labeling and segmentation.

Text to speech alignment can be done in two modes. In the first mode, text does not exist, and the user selects blocks of speech (which can be slowed down for playback), and enters the corresponding text (any UNICODE font can be used directly). In this process, a database is automatically built, which can be later saved in XML or Excel® formats.
The second mode of text to speech alignment implies a preexisting text. The speech sound is then played back at a reduced speed (dynamically programmable) while the user clicks on the part of text corresponding to the perceived sound unit. A database of the dynamically defined segments is automatically built (table in the dialog box on the left).
Figure 7: Assisted alignment. Output.

Figure 8: Assisted alignment: direct output in Excel®.

Aligned text is saved either under a proprietary format (alg), or standard XML format, allowing easy interchange with other programs. Data are also directly transfer to Excel® in a one step operation.
Figure 9: Speech segment highlighting.

Sections of the speech wave can be highlighted and tagged, allowing the definition of specific sections (such as stressed syllables, unvoiced consonants, etc.) for automatic statistical analysis.
Figure 10: Two channels analysis, with simultaneous display of waveforms, Fo and intensity curves. Prosodic analysis of both channels of stereo signals can be simultaneously displayed on the analysis window (top right): left channel gives a Fo curve in yellow, and the right channel in white.
A table in Excel® format can be easily created containing values of Fo, intensity, jitter, shimmer, and formant frequencies and amplitudes, allowing the use of all functions available under Excel to evaluate statistical parameters. Selection of data include block, screen, highlighted sections, not highlighted sections, segmentation layers and whole buffer.
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